
The B&B Owners 
Website Guide
by www.different-perspective.co.uk

Is keeping your website up to date difficult, time consuming and costly? 
It certainly can be and therefore gets neglected as quite simply it can be a 
hassle and you have so many other jobs to get on with. 

I have created this guide for you, to advise what I believe makes a 
good B&B website that will attract new guests. 

The majority of what I discuss can be done 
yourself (except the photos and films) but if time is short 
I would be happy to help you. 

Please do get in touch for a informal and no obligation chat



The importance of having 
a modern website 
for your B&B
A large number of B&B websites I see today are very out of date 
design and function wise, having been designed over 2 years ago.
In today's fast changing environment and high customer 
expectations, it proves very detrimental to their businesses even 
if they do not realise it. Potential guests will view a significant 
number of B&B websites before booking and first impressions 
count. If a site looks modern and fresh then, in the guests mind, 
the same will apply to the B&B. If it looks outdated then it is off 
putting almost immediately. 

Your site needs to look and be modern to attract guests - 
a poorly designed, old looking site drives guests away as their 
perception is the B&B will be shabby as well. It is your shop 
window, the one chance you have to impress potential guests 
and get them to book. There is such a vast range of options now 
that you have to make the right first impression, especially if you 
are in a tourist hot spot. If you were going to a restaurant would 
you choose one that served prawn cocktail, steak and black 
forest gateaux with 1980’s decor or one cooking contemporary 
food in a stunning dining room? 

Below is my guide to the major points you should consider about 
your website. I strongly advise you to look at lots of competitors 
sites and see how they look. This is exactly what potential guests 
will be doing and they are far more likely to choose the most 
modern looking one as that is consistent with their lifestyle. 
They want to tell the world that they are staying with you via 
their social media platforms. They will only want to do this if your
website (where they will direct their friends) looks great as
fundamentally it forms part of their “social currency”. Essentially 
they want to show off to all their friends what a great time they 
are having at your incredible B&B.

Here are my top 28 tips to ensure your website is doing 
what it is supposed to - attract more guests



You may have heard the term “responsive 
website” mentioned in the press over the past
 year or so, but what does it mean? In basic terms it means a site 
should respond to the device it is being viewed on. Essentially, 
it should change it’s structure depending on if it is being viewed 
on a laptop, mobile phone or tablet automatically to fit that device. 
The majority of people will view your site at least once on their 
phone so it is imperative that it functions well. This is also a key 
factor in how Google ranks you. Not having a website that is mobile 
friendly is very detrimental to your rankings and you will be 
punished.

Have a look at how my site appears on different devices to see in 
practice (www.different-perspective.co.uk).  

It has to be
Responsive

Your site should be very easy and intuitive to navigate around 
with easy to find internal links. Pop ups should be avoided and 
pages should have easy to read URLs that are relevant to the 
content.  For example, different-perspective.co.uk/weddings and 
not different-perspective.co.uk/ufhsytsba. Google will look at the 
page address in part to determine its relevance to a search term. 
For relatively simple businesses like B&B’s I suggest a one page 
website allowing potential guests to simply scroll down to get all 
the information they need.

Good Navigation
is essential



Good Photography 
sells
It is simply not good enough to have images you have taken 
yourself on your site or from a friend or so called professional. 
Think of a famous 5 star hotel and look at their imagery. That is 
what you should be aiming for. A picture speaks a thousand words 
and paints a picture. Do not skimp on this. You are losing bookings 
because of it. Examples of poor photography include bad 
composition, bad lighting, lack of staging the room and small images 
that do not show off your establishment. It is better to select a few 
high quality images than multiple shots of the same area, you are 
painting a picture of what it is like to stay with you, so tell a story. 
Show guests that you use farmhouse eggs and bread from the local 
bakery, it is these small details that can really make a difference. 
Also, of your fine selection of coffee in the room and toiletries. I like
 to place these images within a gallery format contained within a 
carousel. There is a reason large companies invest heavily in good 
photography - because it works and helps sell your product. 

As a professional photographer I can take great quality images for 
you and work all over the UK at an affordable rate. Contact me at 
david@different-perspective.co.uk for a quote. 

A short introductory intro film is the perfect way to show potential 
guests your property and what it has to offer in conjunction with 
photos. It will be on YouTube so another potential marketing 
channel and allows for a “walk through” giving you the edge over 
your competitors. These do not have to be complicated or 
expensive - in fact I do a lot on my mobile phone with a gimbal 
to provide stabilisation. Have a look on my home page at 
www.different-perspective.co.uk at the Art House film for an 
example. This was only £199 and will recoup its investment an 
untold amount of times. 

A film helps separate you from your competition, it allows you to 
introduce guests to your property and shows in moving imagery 
why they should choose you.

A “Intro Film: takes viewers into the 
heart of your property



People are coming into your home. 
They want to get a feel of what you 
are like as well as the property. Tell
them about you, especially your names which are all too often 
missing from a site. Have professionally taken portraits and tell 
guests if you have pets. Do you enjoy cooking and have a large 
library of cookbooks? If so, mention this as it might be the one 
thing that encourages someone to book you over another B&B. 
This is just one example but you are looking to build a connection 
from the very beginning. Detail your interests and if you are happy 
to engage with guests about them. It is all about building personal 
relationships, people are coming into your home and need to feel 
comfortable about it. State your interests and again, your names!

Tell visitors about 
You

A guest wants to know what is around 
your area so they can explore. Provide 
this information for them and you will 
make life so much easier for them.  All the information you need is 
probably online anyway or you know it. Devise walks from your 
property, list attractions and how far they are away. Talk about local 
pubs and restaurants and the food/drinks they serve. I personally 
love real ale, if you mention that your local has 5 real ales on tap I 
am likely to book you over an alternative. Paint a picture for your 
guest of what it would be like to stay with you. Do you have anyone 
local who does classes? For example an art course on a 2-1 basis. 
This may just encourage someone to book an extra night. 

What are the opening times of local attractions, are there michelin
starred restaurants near you, what sporting activities are available,
is there somewhere to hire a bike or go for a cream tea? Detail these
 places as not only does it help your guests but also your SEO and 
with any luck those places you suggest may well recommend you also

Local Info 
is a must



This is so important. I am not 
giving advice here on how to run 
a B&B but will make this exception. Use quality ingredients. The 
best sausages (offer a choice), great bacon, eggs and tomatoes. 
Tell guests the provenance of them. I want to know that the 
sausages come from Kelly Farm 2 miles away and are made from 
Gloucester Old Spots. This is the level of detail I want and will 
make me book. It is also what I will tell my friends on social media. 
There is nothing worse in my opinion than a cheap sausage when 
away. It is just awful. Spend a little more (from a butcher as pretty 
much ALL supermarket or Booker sausages just don’t meet the 
quality standards needed) and you will reap the rewards ten fold 
in recommendations. 

I would even go so far as to conduct an interview with the farmers 
for your site, building connections even further. 

Tell guests what time to serve breakfast from. I for example am an 
early riser. If you offer breakfast at 07:30 that is a real bonus for 
me and a good reason to book. If breakfast does not start until 
08:30 then I will not book with you. 

Breakfast 
is king

Do you offer to make delicious sandwiches
for the guests to take away for lunch?
Perhaps with some fruit, cookies and fresh
juice? If so, mention this as it can be so much hassle trying to find 
a light lunch that does not cost the earth and provide you with 
additional revenue for little time or effort. 

Do you offer
Food?



List your local train stations and how far 
away they are. Is there a taxi service there? 
Detail local bus routes into your local town 
so guests know they do not need to worry 
about driving and can enjoy a drink. 

How easy are you to get too?

Tell guests that you provide towels, soaps, 
shower gel (name the brand of all) and 
hairdryers, straighteners etc. Provide nice tea and coffee not 
cheap versions and name the brand. This shows just how much 
you care about your guests comfort and that attention to detail 
is really important to you. What are your sheets and duvets like? 
Do you offer a choice of pillows to cater for everyone. Is you 
property in a quiet area? If so then tell people as it is all part of the 
picture you are painting of what it is like to stay at your B&B. 

What amenities do you offer? 

It may sound odd but offer a cleanliness guarantee
or at least have a portion of your site dedicated to 
telling guests that you care about it. People really 
care about this so shout from the roof tops about 
how clean you are.

Cleanliness 
must be a given

This is quite a big one. Analytics will show you all sorts of data 
about visitors behaviour on your site. How long they spend on 
their on average, the most popular pages and what page they 
leave the site on. It will also show the bounce rate - that is how 
many people visit your site and then leave very quickly. If it is high 
you have to question why as they have clearly come to you with 
the intention of staying but have been put off. The idea is to get a 
very low bounce rate. Analytics can tell you a great deal about 
peoples behaviour on your site and is extremely useful. 

Analytics



This is a huge issue. I see so many sites 
that mention where they are located a 
number of times (you may know it as 
Keywords). This is very old school and 
Google changed its algorithms quite a 
while ago. It now has the opposite effect and you are actually 
penalised for this. What Google wants is helpful information as 
it puts the searcher first. Ideally you will write both short and 
long form articles for your site (content marketing) providing 
people with relevant information. This can be contained within 
a blog. This is just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to SEO 
but unless you have a good budget it is beyond the realm of this 
article. A good start though is to think of what problems people 
might have as this is what they will search for - not the solution. 
Research suggests that over 60% of people visit websites 
organically through web searches so give them the answers to 
their problems to encourage them to come to you. Think outside 
of the box, talk about birthday gifts and how a stay at your B&B 
would resolve the problem of what to buy. In summary, do not 
mention “luxury B&B in Oxford” (or where you are located) over 
and over on your site as this is very detrimental to your Google 
rating.

Outdated SEO.
SEO

Written testimonials are good but filmed ones are even better as 
they are genuine and show the guests emotions. 
Recommendations are the best form of marketing so this really is
 something that should be embraced and worked upon. This is 
relatively easy to do and I go through with my clients how to do 
it well. 

Testimonials 
and amazing



Existing customers are the easiest to sell to 
and they will recommend you. Referrals are 
the best form of marketing. You have a big list 
of existing guests so utilise that by sending out a newsletter. 
Let them know what events are happening in your area to 
encourage them to visit and book with you again 
(I can manage this for you very cost effectively if you do not 
have the time) and bring their friends.

Do you keep in touch with 
past guests via a newsletter?

It is unadvisable to have bright and garish text colours on your 
site. Try to keep to black (or even grey) and perhaps one other 
colour reserved for titles. It needs to look clean, tidy and 
contemporary, modern and sophisticated. Just because you can 
choose any colour doesn’t mean that you should. Look at luxury 
goods websites and how clean they look. No clutter, space and a
small colour palate. 

Fonts and Colours

This shows you how search engines see your website with lots of 
indispensable information such as effectiveness of keywords, 
backlinks, crawl rate, crawl error, mobile usability and security 
issues. I can monitor this for you and make adjustments. 

Webmaster Tools

Social media is not a selling tool but an engagement tool. The 
chances are that your guests will Facebook, Tweet or Instagram 
whilst staying with you. If not, then ask them to! This will tell their 
whole social network what an amazing time they are having and 
tell the story of their stay. Engage with them if you can. Respond 
to comments If someone mentions you on Social Media whether 
it is good or bad. It shows that you care and are listening. A 
customer leaving a bad review can be converted to a repeat 
customer if handled in the correct manner. A good mention is like 
gold. Thank your guests and encourage them to post some more. 
Offer their friends an added value if they book to come any stay ‘
within 6 months such as chocolates in their room or a glass of 
Prosseco with breakfast. 

Social Media Buttons



Search engines will look at your post titles so it is essential to get
these right. You should also pay as much attention to this as your 
content. For example, instead of saying “New Forest Attractions” 
try “Top 10 little known but incredible things to do in the 
New Forest”.

Bad post titles

This stands for Call To Action. It is you asking the viewer to book 
or request more information and is vitally important for the success 
of your business. You have invested the time and expense into your
 website so close the sale. This might be altered each week to keep 
it current. For example, “Only a few rooms left for the week
commencing the 1st September - book now”. This demonstrates 
that you are busy and whatever date they are thinking of booking 
for they had better do it soon as you may be full. Or “we only have 
3 rooms and had 90% occupancy for 7 months last year so book 
now to secure your room”. 

Having a 
CTA

This is alternative text for your images. It is great for SEO and 
Google loves it. For example, if an image shows a bedroom you 
might write - “Our Willow Room enjoys a southerly aspect allowing 
fantastic sunlight during the day. The black out curtains ensure you 
get a great night's sleep under our fine Egyptian cotton sheets” 
The Alt text is written in the back end of your website as is attached 
to the image electronically.

No “Alt text” on images



It is acknowledged that a slow loading page
will not be tolerated by customers. It has to 
load quickly and grab their attention within seconds. 
Think of it like shopping for a coat. Some you will only glance at 
but others you will pick up and try on. Yours needs to be the one
that is tried on. Fast loading times generally mean having your 
own server but this is costly. Instead I suggest using some very 
effective tools and optimising your images so they retain their 
quality but are of a smaller file size.  I work tirelessly to create 
sites that are fast loading on shared servers which is almost 
certainly what you will need. 

Site loading speed

When was the last time to updated your sites 
information? It is infuriating to see that 
recommended pubs have shut down or you 
are marketing a promotion that ended last month 
or beyond. Keep the site current and update regularly. 

Outdated Information 
 looks really bad

?

?

This helps your site get indexed by search engines like Google. 

Submit a 
Sitemap

Is your website backed up? This is the window to your business 
and the lifeblood - it is what people  look at to book. You have 
invested time and energy into getting it perfect (having read 
this guide) so it is essential to ensure your web designer has 
backed it up including the MySQL databases so if the worst should
happen it can be reinstalled easily.

Is your website backed-up?



The “s” on the end of the HTTP stands for
secure. It shows that any information that 
is shared is secure. Google looks for this. 

HTTPs

In this digital age it is imperative to know when someone 
mentions you online. It maybe on a review site or on social 
media. By setting up a Google Alert you can be informed 
when this happens allowing you to respond.

Google Alerts

No one likes to see spelling mistakes or grammatical errors on 
a website so ensure it is checked over by a third party who is 
good at this and has not seen the text before. 

Typos

It can all sound a little daunting but I can help with any of the 
aspects mentioned above. 

Feel free to email me at david@different-perspective.co.uk 
or 
visit our website www.different-perspective.co.uk


